
FDG PIPE CLAMPS

FDG  — THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR 
SUPPORTING PIPE.
FDG’s range of mechanical supports and pipe clamps, are designed to simplify 
and reduce the cost of attaching and supporting pipe and tube. From small 
refrigeration tubing, through to large industrial and infrastructure piping, 
FDG’s pipe clamps are designed to be used in conjunction with our Strut and 
ModFrame systems to meet your site requirements. Custom pipe clamps are 
able to be manufactured to meet your size and finish requirements.
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Saddle Clamps 
FDG have a full range of Saddle Clamps typically 
used for steel and large copper pipes. Stocked sizes 
in HDG range from 15mm - 450mm, with custom and 
larger diameters also available.

2 Piece Channel Clip 
FDG’s Channel Clip is a cost effective way of fixing all 
pipes, large and small to our strut system. Stocked 
sizes range from 8mm - 300mm, with custom sizes 
and finishes also available.

Yoke Clamps 
FDG’s large range of Yoke Clamps are available 
in light, medium and heavy duty for different 
applications. Stocked sizes in HDG range from 
50mm - 250mm, with custom sizes and finishes also 
available.

2 Piece Double Bolted 
Clamps
2 Piece Double Bolted Clamps are typically used in 
areas with restricted space or where more support 
is required on larger diameter pipes. Stocked sizes in 
HDG range from 80mm - 300mm, with custom sizes 
and finishes also available.

Welded Boss Munzing Rings
FDGs range of M10 and M12 Welded Boss Munzing 
Rings are used as heavy duty pipework supports. 
Stocked sizes range from 15nb - 150nb. These 
are AON listed and come in Zinc Plate, HDG and 
A4 finishes.
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Rubber Lined Clamps
FDG’s Rubber Lined Quick Lock Clamps are a double 
screw clamp with a quick lock for suspending pipe 
and duct work. Stocked sizes range from Quick Lock 
Pipe Clamps between 12mm - 210mm and 100mm - 
600mm in the double bolted Duct Clamps.

DUCT CLAMPQUICK LOCK CLAMP
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